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Figure 1: Structure from duplicates (SfD) is a novel inverse graphics framework that reconstructs
geometry, material, and illumination from a single image containing multiple identical objects.

Abstract
Our world is full of identical objects (e.g., cans of coke, cars of same model).
These duplicates, when seen together, provide additional and strong cues for us to
effectively reason about 3D. Inspired by this observation, we introduce Structure
from Duplicates (SfD), a novel inverse graphics framework that reconstructs geom-
etry, material, and illumination from a single image containing multiple identical
objects. SfD begins by identifying multiple instances of an object within an image,
and then jointly estimates the 6DoF pose for all instances. An inverse graphics
pipeline is subsequently employed to jointly reason about the shape, material of
the object, and the environment light, while adhering to the shared geometry and
material constraint across instances. Our primary contributions involve utilizing
object duplicates as a robust prior for single-image inverse graphics and proposing
an in-plane rotation-robust Structure from Motion (SfM) formulation for joint
6-DoF object pose estimation. By leveraging multi-view cues from a single image,
SfD generates more realistic and detailed 3D reconstructions, significantly outper-
forming existing single image reconstruction models and multi-view reconstruction
approaches with a similar or greater number of observations. Code available at
https://github.com/Tianhang-Cheng/SfD

1 Introduction
Given a single/set of image(s), the goal of inverse rendering is to recover the underlying geometry,
material, and lighting of the scene. The task is of paramount interest to many applications in computer
vision, graphics, and robotics and has drawn extensive attention across the communities over the past
few years[74; 47; 21; 45].
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Figure 2: Repetitions in the visual world. Our physical world is full of identical objects (e.g., cans
of coke, cars of the same model, chairs in a classroom). These duplicates, when seen together, provide
additional and strong cues for us to effectively reason about 3D.

Since the problem is ill-posed, prevailing inverse rendering approaches often leverage multi-view
observations to constrain the solution space. While these methods have achieved state-of-the-art
performance, in practice, it is sometimes difficult, or even impossible, to obtain those densely captured
images. To overcome the reliance on multi-view information, researchers have sought to incorporate
various structural priors, either data-driven or handcrafted, into the models[5; 36]. By utilizing the
regularizations, these approaches are able to approximate the intrinsic properties (e.g., material) and
extrinsic factors (e.g., illumination) even from one single image. Unfortunately, the estimations may
be biased due to the priors imposed. This makes one ponder: is it possible that we take the best of both
worlds? Can we extract multi-view information from a single image under certain circumstances?

Fortunately the answer is yes. Our world is full of repetitive objects and structures. Repetitive patterns
in single images can help us extract and utilize multi-view information. For instance, when we enter
an auditorium, we often see many identical chairs facing slightly different directions. Similarly,
when we go to a supermarket, we may observe multiple nearly-identical apples piled on the fruit
stand. Although we may not see the exact same object from multiple viewpoints in just one glance,
we do see many of the “identical twins” from various angles, which is equivalent to multi-view
observations and even more (see Sec. 3 for more details). Therefore, the goal of this paper is to
develop a computational model that can effectively infer the underlying 3D representations from a
single image by harnessing the repetitive structures of the world.

With these motivations in mind, we present Structure from Duplicates (SfD), a novel inverse rendering
model that is capable of recovering high-quality geometry, material, and lighting of the objects from a
single image. SfD builds upon insights from structure from motion (SfM) as well as recent advances
on neural fields. At its core lies two key modules: (i) a in-plane rotation robust pose estimation
module, and (ii) a geometric reconstruction module. Given an image of a scene with duplicate objects,
we exploit the pose estimation module to estimate the relative 6 DoF poses of the objects. Then,
based on the estimated poses, we align the objects and create multiple “virtual cameras.” This allows
us to effectively map the problem from a single-view multi-object setup to a multi-view single-object
setting (see Fig. 3). Finally, once we obtain multi-view observations, we can leverage the geometric
module to recover the underlying intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the scene. Importantly, SfD can
be easily extended to multi-image setup. It can also be seen as a superset of existing NeRF models,
where the model will reduce to NeRF when there is only one single object in the scene.

We validate the efficacy of our model on a new dataset called Dup, which contains synthetic and
real-world samples of duplicated objects since current multi-view datasets lack duplication samples.
This allows us to benchmark inverse rendering performance under single-view or multi-view settings.
Following previous work [60; 65; 47; 69; 74], we evaluate rendering, relighting and texture quality
with MSE, PSNR, SSIM, LPIPS [70], geometry with Chamfer Distance (CD), and environment light
with MSE.

Our contributions are as follows: 1) We proposed a novel setting called "single-view duplicate
objects" (S-M), which expands the scope of the inverse graphics family with a multi-view single-
instance (M-S) framework. 2) Our method produces more realistic material texture than the existing
multi-view inverse rendering model when using the same number of training views. 3) Even only
relying on a single-view input, our approach can still recover comparable or superior materials and
geometry compared to baselines that utilize multi-view images for supervision.
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Figure 3: Method overview: (Left) SfD begins by identifying multiple instances of an object
within an image, and then jointly estimates the 6DoF pose for all instances. (Right) An inverse
graphics pipeline is subsequently employed to reason about the shape, material of the object, and the
environment light, while adhering to the shared geometry and material constraint across instances.

2 Related Work
Inverse rendering: The task of inverse rendering can be dated back to more than half a century
ago [31; 23; 24; 2]. The goal is to factorize the appearance of an object or a scene in the observed
image(s) into underlying geometry, material properties, and lighting conditions [53; 43; 66]. Since
the problem is severely under-constrained, previous work mainly focused on controlled settings
or simplifications of the problem [19; 22; 1]. For instance, they either assume the reflectance of
an object is spatially invariant [69], presume the lighting conditions are known [57], assume the
materials are lambertian [76; 41], or presume the proxy geometry is available [52; 32; 10; 30]. More
recently, with the help of machine learning, in particular deep learning, researchers have gradually
moved towards more challenging in-the-wild settings [73; 47]. By pre-training on a large amount of
synthetic yet realistic data [36] or baking inductive biases into the modeling pipeline [7; 72], these
approaches can better tackle unconstrained real-world scenarios (e.g., unknown lighting conditions)
and recover the underly physical properties more effectively [47; 68]. For example, through properly
modeling the indirect illumination and the visibility of direct illumination, Zhang et al. [74] is able
to recover interreflection- and shadow-free SVBRDF materials (e.g., albedo, roughness). Through
disentangling complex geometry and materials from lighting effects, Wang et al. [62] can faithfully
relight and manipulate a large outdoor urban scene. Our work builds upon recent advances in neural
inverse rendering. Yet instead of grounding the underlying physical properties through multi-view
observations as in prior work, we focus on the single image setup and capitalize on the duplicate
objects in the scene for regularization. The repetitive structure not only allows us to ground the
geometry, but also provide additional cues on higher-order lighting effects (e.g., cast shadows). As
we will show in the experimental section, we can recover the geometry, materials, and lighting much
more effectively even when comparing to multi-view observations.

3D Reconstruction: Recovering the spatial layout of the cameras and the geometry of the scene
from a single or a collection of images is a longstanding challenge in computer vision. It is also
the cornerstone for various downstream applications in computer graphics and robotics such as
inverse rendering [43; 60; 62], 3D editing [39; 63], navigation [42; 67], and robot manipulation
[27; 38]. Prevailing 3D reconstruction systems, such as structure from motion (SfM), primarily
rely on multi-view geometry to estimate the 3D structure of a scene [40; 20; 54]. While achieving
significant successes, they rely on densely captured images, limiting their flexibility and practical use
cases. Single image 3D reconstruction, on the other hand, aims to recover metric 3D information
from a monocular image [14; 6; 50; 49]. Since the problem is inherently ill-posed and lacks the
ability to leverage multi-view geometry for regularization, these methods have to resort to (learned)
structural priors to resolve the ambiguities. While they offer greater flexibility, their estimations may
inherit biases from the training data. In this paper, we demonstrate that, under certain conditions, it is
possible to incorporate multi-view geometry into a single image reconstruction system. Specifically,
we leverage repetitive objects within the scene to anchor the underlying 3D structure. By treating
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each of these duplicates as an observation from different viewpoints, we can achieve highly accurate
metric 3D reconstruction from a single image.

Repetitions: Repetitive structures and patterns are ubiquitous in natural images. They play
important roles in addressing numerous computer vision problems. For instance, a single natural
image often contains substantial redundant patches [77]. The recurrence of small image patches
allows one to learn a powerful prior which can later be utilized for various tasks such as super-
resolution [18; 26], image deblurring [44], image denoising [15], and texture synthesis [12]. Moving
beyond patches, repetitive primitives or objects within the scene also provide informative cues about
their intrinsic properties [33; 64]. By sharing or regularizing their underlying representation, one
can more effectively constrain and reconstruct their 3D geometry [25; 16; 9], as well as enable
various powerful image/shape manipulation operations [34; 59]. In this work, we further push the
boundary and attempt to recover not just the geometry, but also the materials (e.g., albedo, roughness),
visibilities, and lighting conditions of the objects. Perhaps closest to our work is [75]. Developed
independently and concurrently, Zhang et al. build a generative model that aims to capture object
intrinsics from a single image with multiple similar/same instances. However, there exist several key
differences: 1) we explicitly recover metric-accurate camera poses using multi-geometry, whereas
Zhang et al. learn this indirectly through a GAN-loss; 2) we parameterize and reason realistic PBR
material and environmental light; 3) we handle arbitrary poses, instead of needing to incorporate a
prior pose distribution. Some previous work also tried to recover 6D object pose from crowded scene
or densely packed objects[46; 11] from RGB-D input, but our model only require RGB input.

3 Structure from Duplicates
In this paper, we seek to devise a method that can precisely reconstruct the geometry, material
properties, and lighting conditions of an object from a single image containing duplicates of it. We
build our model based on the observation that repetitive objects in the scene often have different
poses and interact with the environment (e.g., illumination) differently. This allows one to extract
rich multi-view information even from one single view and enables one to recover the underlying
physical properties of the objects effectively.

We start by introducing a method for extracting the “multi-view” information from duplicate objects.
Then we discuss how to exploit recent advances in neural inverse rendering to disentangle both the
object intrinsics and environment extrinsics from the appearance. Finally, we describe our learning
procedure and design choices.

3.1 Collaborative 6-DoF pose estimation

As we have alluded to above, a single image with multiple duplicate objects contains rich multi-
view information. It can help us ground the underlying geometry and materials of the objects, and
understand the lighting condition of the scene.

Our key insight is that the image can be seen as a collection of multi-view images stitching together.
By cropping out each object, we can essentially transform the single image into a set of multi-view
images of the object from various viewpoints. One can then leverage structure from motion (SfM)
[55] to estimate the relative poses among the multi-view images, thereby aggregating the information
needed for inverse rendering. Notably, the estimated camera poses can be inverted to recover the
6 DoF poses of the duplicate objects. As we will elaborate in Sec. 3.2, this empowers us to more
effectively model the extrinsic lighting effect (which mainly depends on world coordinate) as well as
to properly position objects in perspective and reconstruct the exact same scene.

To be more formal, let I ∈ RH×W×3 be an image with N duplicate objects. Let {Iobj
i }Ni=1 ∈

Rw×h×3 be the corresponding object image patches. We first leverage SfM [55; 51] to estimate the
camera poses of the multi-view cropped images* {ξi ∈ SE(3)}Ni=1:

ξcam
1 , ξcam

2 , ..., ξcam
N = fSfM(Iobj

1 , Iobj
2 , ..., Iobj

K ). (1)

Next, since there is only one real camera in practice, we can simply align the N virtual cameras
{ξi}Ni=1 to obtain the 6 DoF poses of the duplicate objects. Without loss of generality and for

*In practice, the cropping operation will change the intrinsic matrix of the original camera during implemen-
tation. For simplicity, we assume the intrinsics are properly handled here.
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simplicity, we align all the cameras to a reference coordinate ξref. The 6 DoF poses of the duplicate
objects thus become ξobj

i = ξref ◦ (ξcam
i )−1, where ◦ is matrix multiplication for pose composition.

In practice, we first employ a state-of-the-art panoptic segmentation model [8] to segment all objects
in the scene. Then we fit a predefined bounding box to each object and crop it. Lastly, we run
COLMAP [55] to estimate the 6 DoF virtual camera poses, which in turn provides us with the 6 DoF
object poses. Fig. 3(left) depicts our collaborative 6-DoF pose estimation process.

Caveats of random object poses: Unfortunately, naively feeding these object patches into SfM
would often leads to failure, as little correspondence can be found. This is due to the fact that
state-of-the-art correspondence estimators [51] are trained on Internet vision data, where objects
are primarily upright. The poses of the duplicate objects in our case, however, vary significantly.
Moreover, the objects are often viewed from accidental viewpoints [17]. Existing estimators thus
struggle to match effectively across such extreme views.

Rotation-aware data augmentation: Fortunately, the scene contains numerous duplicate objects.
While estimating correspondences reliably across arbitrary instances may not always be possible,
there are certain objects whose viewpoints become significantly similar after in-plane rotation. Hence,
we have developed an in-plane rotation-aware data augmentation for correspondence estimation.

Specifically, when estimating correspondences between a pair of images, we don’t match the images
directly. Instead, we gradually rotate one image and then perform the match. The number of
correspondences at each rotation is recorded and then smoothed using a running average. We take the
argmax to determine the optimal rotation angle. Finally, we rotate the correspondences from the best
match back to the original pixel coordinates. As we will demonstrate in Sec. 4, this straightforward
data augmentation strategy significantly improves the accuracy of 6 DoF pose estimation. In practice,
we rotate the image by 4◦ per step. All the rotated images are batched together, enabling us to match
the image pairs in a single forward pass.

3.2 Joint shape, material, and illumination estimation

Suppose now we have the 6 DoF poses of the objects {ξobj
i }Ni=1. The next step is to aggregate the

information across duplicate objects to recover the intrinsics properties of the objects (e.g., geometry,
materials) and the extrinsic factors of the world (e.g., illumination). We aim to reproduce these
attributes as faithfully as possible, so that the resulting estimations can be utilized for downstream
tasks such as relighting and material editing. Since the task is under-constrained and joint estimation
often leads to suboptimal results, we follow prior art [74; 62] and adopt a stage-wise procedure.

Geometry reconstruction: We start by reconstructing the geometry of the objects. In line with
NeuS [60], we represent the object surfaces as the zero level set of a signed distance function (SDF).

We parameterize the SDF with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) S : xobj 7→ s that maps a 3D point
under object coordinate xobj ∈ R3 to a signed distance value s ∈ R. Different from NeuS [60], we
model the geometry of objects in local object space. This allows us to guarantee shape consistency
across instances by design.

We can also obtain the surface normal by taking the gradient of the SDF: n(xobj) = ∇xobjS. To
learn the geometry from multi-view images, we additionally adopt an auxiliary appearance MLP
C : {x,xobj,n,nobj,d,dobj} 7→ c that takes as input a 3D point x,xobj, surface normal n,nobj, and
view direction d,dobj under both coordinate systems and outputs the color c ∈ R3. The input from
world coordinate system helps the MLP to handle the appearance inconsistencies across instances
caused by lighting or occlusion. We tied the weights of the early layers of C to those of S so that the
gradient from color can be propagated to geometry. We determine which object coordinate to use
based on the object the ray hits. This information can be derived either from the instance segmentation
or another allocation MLP A : {x,d} 7→ q (distilled from SDF MLP), where q ∈ N is the instance
index. After we obtain the geometry MLP S, we discard the auxiliary appearance MLP C. As we
will discuss in the next paragraph, we model the object appearance using physics-based rendering
(PBR) materials so that it can handle complex real-world lighting scenarios.

Material and illumination model: Now we have recovered the geometry of the objects, the next
step is to estimate the environment light of the scene as well as the material of the object. We assume
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Figure 4: Multi-view inverse rendering.
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Figure 5: Multi-view single object (M-S) vs
single-view multi-objects (S-M).

all lights come from an infinitely faraway sphere and only consider direct illumination. Therefore,
the illumination emitted to a 3D point in a certain direction is determined solely by the incident light
direction wi and is independent of the point’s position. Similar to [69; 74], we approximate the
environment light with M = 128 Spherical Gaussians (SGs):

Li (ωi) =
∑M

k=1
µke

λk(wi·ϕk−1), (2)

where λ ∈ R+ is the lobe sharpness, µ is the lobe amplitude, and ϕ is the lobe axis. This allows us
to effectively represent the illumination and compute the rendering equation (Eq. 3) in closed-form.

As for object material, we adopt the simplified Disney BRDF formulation [3; 29] and parameterized it
as a MLP M : xobj 7→ {a, r,m}. Here, a ∈ R3 denotes albedo, r ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to roughness,
and m ∈ [0, 1] signifies metallic. Additionally, inspired by InvRender [74], we incorporate a visibility
MLP V : (x,wi) 7→ v ∈ [0, 1] to approximate visibility for each world coordinate faster reference.
The difference is that we use the sine activation function[56] rather than the ReLU activation for
finer detail. Since the visibility field is in world space, we can model both inter-object self-casted
shadows and inter-object occlusions for multiple instances in our setup. We query only surface points,
which can be derived from the geometry MLP S using volume rendering. The material MLP M
also operates in object coordinates like S, which ensure material consistency across all instances.
Moreover, the variations in lighting conditions between instances help us better disentangle the effects
of lighting from the materials. We set the dielectrics Fresnel term to F0 = 0.02 and the general
Fresnel term to F = (1−m)F0 +ma to be compatible with both metals and dielectrics.

Combining all of these components, we can generate high-quality images by integrating the visible
incident lights from hemisphere and modeling the effects of BRDF [28]:

Lo(wo;x) =

∫
Ω

Li(wi)fr(wi,wo;x)(wi · n)dwi. (3)

Here, wi is the incident light direction, while wo is the viewing direction. The BRDF function fr can
be derived from our PBR materials. We determine the visibility of an incident light either through
sphere tracing or following Zhang et al. [74] to approximate it with the visibility MLP V . We refer
the readers to the supplementary materials for more details.

3.3 Optimization

Optimizing shape, illumination, and material jointly from scratch is challenging. Taking inspiration
from previous successful approaches [74; 69], we implement a multi-stage optimization pipeline. We
progressively optimize the geometry first, then visibility, and finally, material and illumination.

Geometry optimization: We optimize the geometry model by minimizing the difference between
rendered cues and observed cues.

min
S,C

Ecolor + λ1Ereg + λ2Emask + λ3Enormal, (4)

where λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = λ3 = 0.5. And each term is defined as follows:
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Multi-view Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ CD ↓
PhySG 16.233 0.087 21.323 0.054 0.024

Nv-DiffRec 16.123 0.116 17.418 0.168 0.268
InvRender 16.984 0.084 22.224 0.067 0.024

Ours 21.961 0.026 25.486 0.029 0.011

Single-view Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ CD ↓
PhySG* 14.977 0.255 18.504 0.082 0.033

Nv-DiffRec* 14.021 0.165 17.214 0.067 0.050
InvRender* 14.724 0.247 17.998 0.082 0.033

Ours 17.629 0.062 21.374 0.052 0.034

Table 1: (Left) Multi-view inverse rendering on synthetic data. Both our model and the baseline
are trained on multi-view images. Our model is significantly better than baseline in terms of geometry
and PBR texture. (Right) Single-view inverse rendering on synthetic data. While our model is
trained on a single-view image, the baselines ∗ are trained on 10 multi-view images of the same scene.

• The color consistency term Ecolor is a L2 color consistency loss between the rendered color c and
the observed color ĉ for all pixel rays: Ecolor =

∑
r ∥cr − cr∥2.

• The normal consistency term Enormal measures the rendered normal n̂ and a predicted normal n̂:
Enormal =

∑
r ∥1− n̂T

r nr∥1 + ∥n̂r − nr∥1. Our monocular predicted normal n̂ is obtained using
a pretrained Omnidata model [13].

• The mask consistency term Emask measures the discrepancy between the rendered mask mr and
the observed mask m̂r, in terms of binary cross-entropy (BCE): Lmask =

∑
r BCE (mr, m̂r).

• Finally, inspired by NeuS [60], we incorporate an Eikonal regularization to ensure the neural field
is a valid signed distance field: Leikonal =

∑
x (∥∇xS∥2 − 1)

2
,

Visibility optimization: Ambient occlusion and self-cast shadows pose challenges to the accuracy
of inverse rendering, as it’s difficult to separate them from albedo when optimizing photometric loss.
However, with an estimated geometry, we can already obtain a strong visibility cue. Consequently,
we utilize ambient occlusion mapping to prebake the visibility map onto the object surfaces obtained
from the previous stage. We then minimize the visibility consistency term to ensure the rendered
visibility vr from MLP V aligns with the derived visibility v̂r: minV

∑
r BCE(vr, v̂r).

Material and illumination optimization: In the final stage, given the obtained surface geometry
and the visibility network, we jointly optimize the environmental light and the PBR material network.
The overall objective is as follows:

min
M,ω,ϕ

Ecolor + λ4Esparse + λ5Esmooth + λ6Emetal, (5)

where λ4 = 0.01, λ5 = 0.1, λ6 = 0.01. The four terms are defined as follows:

• The color consistency term Ecolor minimizes the discrepancy between the rendered color and
observed color, akin to the geometry optimization stage. However, we use PBR-shaded color in
place of the color queried from the auxiliary radiance field.

• The sparse regularization Esparse constrains the latent code ρ of the material network to closely
align with a constant target vector ρ′: Elatent = KL (ρ||ρ′). We set ρ′ = 0.05.

• The smooth regularization Esmooth force the BRDF decoder to yield similar value for close la-
tent code z: Esmooth = ∥D(z)−D(z + dz)∥1, where dz is randomly sampled from normal
distribution N(0; 0.01).

• Lastly, inspired by the fact that most common objects are either metallic or not, we introduce a
metallic regularization Lmetal to encourage the predicted metallic value to be close to either 0 or 1:
Lmetal =

∑
r mr(1−mr).

4 Experiment

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our model on synthetic and real-world datasets,
analyze its characteristics, and showcase its applications.

4.1 Experiment setups

Data: Since existing multi-view datasets do not contain duplicate objects, we collect Dup, a novel
inverse rendering dataset featuring various duplicate objects. Dup consists of 13 synthetic and 6
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Albedo Roughness Env Light Mesh Rotation Translation

Num PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ MSE ↓ CD ↓ degree ↓ length ↓
6 18.48 0.13 0.116 0.025 2.515 0.070
8 18.26 0.09 0.172 0.017 0.600 0.003
10 18.99 0.09 0.204 0.029 0.186 0.003
20 19.22 0.09 0.063 0.021 0.299 0.005
30 19.69 0.07 0.119 0.020 0.448 0.006
50 18.56 0.08 0.153 0.038 0.464 0.008
60 16.45 0.14 0.150 0.091 51.512 0.644

Albedo Roughness Metallic Relighting

Model PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑
full model 17.27 0.30 0.02 19.95

w/o clean seg 16.68 0.23 0.13 19.12
w/o metal loss 17.09 0.19 0.08 19.02

w/o latent smooth 17.00 0.23 0.02 19.71
w/o normal 16.51 0.42 0.97 18.81
w/o eik loss 16.79 0.51 0.97 19.31
w/o mask 15.14 0.29 0.02 18.11

Table 2: (Left) Performance vs. number of duplicates for "color box" dataset. We highlight the
best , second and third values. (Right) Ablation study for the contribution of each loss term.

Rendering

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
PhySG* 20.624 0.641 0.263

Nv-DiffRec* 18.818 0.569 0.282
InvRender* 20.665 0.639 0.262

Ours 20.326 0.660 0.192

Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ CD ↓
M-S 20.229 0.096 21.328 0.045 0.010
S-M 23.448 0.050 24.254 0.052 0.007

Table 3: (Left) Single-view inverse rendering on real-world data. ∗ indicates that the baselines
are trained on multi-view observations. (Right) Multi-view single-object (M-S) vs. single-view
multi-object (S-M).

real-world scenes, each comprising 5-10 duplicate objects such as cans, bottles, fire hydrants, etc. For
synthetic data, we acquire 3D assets from PolyHaven† and utilize Blender Cycles for physics-based
rendering. We generate 10-300 images per scene. As for the real-world data, we place the objects
in different environments and capture 10-15 images using a mobile phone. The data allows for
a comprehensive evaluation of the benefits of including duplicate objects in the scene for inverse
rendering. We refer the readers to the supp. materials for more details.

Metrics: Following prior art [74; 69], we employ Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural
Similarity (SSIM), and LPIPS [71] to assess the quality of rendered and relit images. For materials,
we utilize PSNR to evaluate albedo, and mean-squared error (MSE) to quantify roughness and
environmental lighting. And following[60; 65; 47], we leverage the Chamfer Distance to measure the
distance between our estimated geometry and the ground truth.

Baselines: We compare against three state-of-the-art multi-view inverse rendering approaches:
Physg [69], InvRender [74], and NVdiffrec [47]. Physg and InvRender employ implicit representa-
tions to describe geometric and material properties, while NVdiffrec utilizes a differentiable mesh
representation along with UV textures. Additionally, we enhance Physg by equipping it with a
spatially-varying roughness.

Implementation details: We use the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate 1e-4. All
experiments are conducted on a single Nvidia A40 GPU. The first stage takes 20 hours, and the 2nd
and 3rd stage takes about 2 hours. Please refer to the supp. material for more details.

4.2 Experimental results

Single-view inverse rendering: We first evaluate our approach on the single-image multi-object
setup. Since the baselines are not designed for this particular setup, we randomly select another 9
views, resulting in a total of 10 multi-view images, to train them. As shown in Tab. 1(right), we
are able to leverage duplicate objects to constrain the underlying geometry, achieving comparable
performance to the multi-view baselines. The variations in lighting conditions across instances also
aid us in better disentangling the effects of lighting from the materials.

Multi-view inverse rendering: Our method can be naturally extended to the multi-view setup,
allowing us to validate its effectiveness in traditional inverse rendering scenarios. We utilize synthetic
data to verify its performance. For each scene, we train our model and the baselines using 100
different views and evaluate the quality of the reconstruction results. Similar to previous work, we

†https://polyhaven.com/models
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Figure 6: The surface normal and rendering result on real-world cola image. Our model has the
smoothest surface normal compared with other baselines.

assume the ground truth poses are provided. As shown in Tab. 1(left), we outperform the baselines on
all aspects. We conjecture that this improvement stems from our approach explicitly incorporating a
material- and geometry-sharing mechanism during the modeling process. As a result, we have access
to a significantly larger number of "effective views" during training compared to the baselines. We
show some qualitative results in Fig. 4(left).

Real-world single-view inverse rendering: Up to this point, we have showcased the effectiveness
of our approach in various setups using synthetic data. Next, we evaluate our model on real-world
data. Due to the challenge of obtaining highly accurate ground truth for materials and geometry,
we focus our comparison solely on the rendering results. As indicated in Tab. 3(Left), our method
achieves comparable performance to the multi-view baselines, even when trained using only a single
view. We visualize some results in Fig. 1, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Ablation study for each loss term: As shown in Tab. 2(right), since the metallicness of natural
materials are usually binary, incorporating the metallic loss can properly regularize the underlying
metallic component and prevent overfitting; Eikinol loss and mask loss help us better constrain the
surface and the boundary of the objects, making them more accurate and smooth. Removing either
term will significantly affect the reconstructed geometry and hence affect the relighting performance;
The pre-trained surface normal provides a strong geomeotry prior, allowing us to reduce the ambiguity
of sparse view inverse rendering. Removing it degrades the performance on all aspects.

4.3 Analysis

Importance of the number of duplicate objects: Since our model utilize duplicate objects as
a prior for 3D reasoning, one natural question to ask is: how many duplicate objects do we need?
To investigate this, we render 9 synthetic scenes with 4∼60 duplicates with the same object. We
train our model under each setup and report the performance in Tab. 2. As expected, increasing the
number of duplicates from 6 to 30 improves the accuracy of both material and geometry, since it
provides more constraints on the shared object intrinsics. However, the performance decrease after 30
instances due to the accumulated 6 DoF pose error brought by heavier occlusion, the limited capacity
of the visibility field, and limited image resolution.

The influence of different geometry representation: To demonstrate that our method does
not rely on a specific neural network architecture, we replace the vanilla MLP using Fourier po-
sition encoding to triplane representation from PET-NeuS[61] and hash position encoding from
neuralangelo[35] respectively. The result (please refer to supplementary material) shows that the
triplane (28.0MB) can recover better geometry and texture than our original model (15.8MB) because
the explicit planes provide higher resolution features and can better capture local detail[4]. However,
the model of hash positional encoding (1.37GB) and produces high frequency noisy in geometry,
indicating that it overfits the training view.
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Figure 7: Qualitative comparison on real-world data. InvRender [74] takes as input 10 images,
while we only consider one single view. Yet our approach is able to recover the underlying geometry
and materials more effectively.

Multi-view single object (M-S) vs. single-view multi-objects (S-M): Is observing an object
from multiple views equivalent to observing multiple objects from a single view? Which scenario
provides more informative data? To address this question, we first construct a scene containing 10
duplicate objects. Then, we place the same object into the same scene and capture 10 multi-view
images. We train our model under both setups. Remarkably, the single-view setting outperforms
the multi-view setting in all aspects (see Tab. 3(right)). We conjecture this discrepancy arises from
the fact that different instances of the object experience environmental lighting from various angles.
Consequently, we are better able to disentangle the lighting effects from the material properties in the
single-view setup. Fig. 5(right) shows some qualitative results.

Applications: Our approach supports various scene edits. Once we recover the material and
geometry of the objects, as well as the illumination of the scene, we can faithfully relight existing
objects, edit their materials, and seamlessly insert new objects into the environment as if they were
originally present during the image capturing process (see Fig. 1).

Limitations: One major limitation of our approach is that we require the instances in each image to
be nearly identical. Our method struggles when there are substantial deformations between different
objects, as we adopt a geometry/material-sharing strategy. One potential way to address this is to
loosen the sharing constraints and model instance-wise variations. We explore this possibility in the
supplementary material. Furthermore, our model requires accurate instance segmentation masks.
Additionally, our approach currently requires decent 6 DoF poses as input and keeps the poses fixed.
We found that jointly optimizing the 6 DoF pose and SDF field with BARF [37] will cause the pose
error to increase. This is because recovering camera pose from sparse views and changing light is
a difficult non-convex problem and prone to local minima. We believe the more recent works, like
CamP[48] and SPARF[58] could potentially further refine our estimations. Moreover, our model
cannot effectively model/constrain the geometry of unseen regions similar to existing neural fields
methods.

5 Conclusion

We introduce a novel inverse rendering approach for single images with duplicate objects. We exploit
the repetitive structure to estimate the 6 DoF poses of the objects, and incorporate a geometry and
material-sharing mechanism to enhance the performance of inverse rendering. Experiments show
that our method outperforms baselines, achieving highly detailed and precise reconstructions.
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1 Novelty and contributions

How to make inverse graphics/3D reconstruction more robust and work under more extreme scenarios
is a challenging and longstanding problem in computer vision. In this work, we take a step forward
by exploring the potential of performing structure from motion and recovering object intrinsics and
environmental extrinsics from a single image without pre-trained priors. Specifically, we focus on the
scenarios where there are multiple (near-)identical objects within the scene. By carefully formulating
a duality between multiple copies of an object in a single image and multiple views of a single object,
we are able to resolve the ambiguities in 3D and effectively recover the properties of interest.

Over the years, the community has been actively investigating how to harness multi-view information
from videos or sparse, extreme-view images, and push forward the frontier of 3D reconstruction
and inverse graphics. Our work can be seen as an attempt in such a stride. To our knowledge, this
is the first effort to conduct structure from motion from a single image. Furthermore, based on
our preliminary experiments, our approach also has the potential to deal with slight variations, as
shown in Sec. 6.1. Specifically, we test our approach on the crane image that [14] provided, where
each instance is slightly different. By augmenting our geometry backbone with a instance-specific
deformation field, we are able to reconstruct reasonable poses and recover sensible shape and material.
We hope it can shed light on future research along similar directions, such as handling articulate
objects or objects with large deformation.

2 Additional details of proposed pipeline

2.1 The In-plane augmentation of pose estimation for the single image

Vanilla COLMAP often fails to reconstruct the duplicated instances of a single image. The reason for
the failure can probably be explained by Fig. 7: when the lighting effect and occlusion are disregarded,
a single-view image containing duplicated objects can be treated as observing a single object from
multiple viewpoints using a multi-view camera setup. This conversion results in numerous accidental
and non-uniform multi-view images with varying orientations that may not align uniformly with the
upward axis. Therefore, vanilla COLMAP cannot find stable matching points from these extreme
camera distribution. By contrast, with the help of in-plane rotation augmentation, we can greatly
improve the performance (e.g., from failure to success). This demonstrate that the incorporation of
in-plane rotation augmentation becomes essential to facilitate robust point matching, as demonstrated
in Figure 8. However, there are still limitations of this pose estimation module. First, for low-texture
objects or low-resolution scenes where pixels are not distinct, our method may still suffer, like the
60 boxes in Fig. 3. Second, the time complexity of the algorithm scales with the square of the
number of objects, so it will be slow when there are many instances. We believe that combining some
transformation-invariant feature extractor (such as GIFT[4]) can solve this problem faster.
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For synthetic dataset we use 3200×3200 resolution for pose estimation and resize to 800×800
resolution for training. For real-world dataset we use the 3072×3072 resolution for pose estimation
and resize to 800×800 resolution for training.

For n instances in the scene, we first find relative rotation angles for all n(n−1)
2 instance pairs. For

each pair, we fix one of them and gradually rotate the other, increasing the angle by 4 degrees each
time. We record the number of matching points n at different rotation angles θ, i.e.n(θ), and mark
those rotation angles with a greater number of matching points than the average as "good angles", i.e.

θgood ∈
{
θ|θ >

N∑
i=0

n(θi)
N

}
, where N = 360

dθ = 90.

However, the relative rotation angles θgood of one pair is usually conflict with other pairs. To resolve
this issue, We use a customized procedure to transform multiple relative pairwise poses into an
initialized global rotation angle for each instance. Specifically, we use Scipy’s BFGS optimizer to
find a global rotation angle that minimizes the loss. Transferring relative rotation angles into global
ones ensures the integration into the standard BA pipeline. After we correct each instance with the
global rotation, we use Superglue[7] and Superpoint[1] to extract and match key points. Then we
apply a standard bundle adjustment algorithm to solve the 6Dof pose of each instances. The algorithm
is as follows:
Require: θi

good, where i ∈ [0, n(n−1)
2 − 1] (good relative rotation angles of each pair)

L← inf (Initialize loss)
θj
global ← U [0, 2π], where j ∈ [0, n− 1] (uniform initialized global rotation angle for each pair)

while L not converge do
θp,qrel ← |θ

p
global − θqglobal| mod 2π, where p, q ∈ [0, n− 1]

Lp,q ← min
(∣∣∣θp,qrel − θp

good

∣∣∣)+min
(∣∣∣θp,qrel − θq

good

∣∣∣)
L←

∑
p,q

Lp,q

end while
Return θjglobal (resulting global rotations)

2.2 Training

We train 100000 iterations for geometry stage with 1e-4 learning rate. The visibility stage takes 3000
iterations with 2e-5 learning rate. The material stage takes 10000 iterations with 2e-4 learning rate.
Please check our code for more detail. This supplementary material provides further details on our
method and presents an extended set of experimental results.

3 Comparison with recent works

3.1 “Seeing a Rose in Five Thousand Ways”[14]

The setup of the two papers are similar, but they are different in the following aspects:

• Assumptions: While [14] is able to model the variations among the instances, they impose other
strong assumptions such as knowing the camera distribution in advance. The strong camera
assumption allows them to sidestep the pose estimation step (i.e., SfM) and focus on modeling the
variation. In contrast, we assume no knowledge about the poses and attempt to solve for the full
inverse rendering pipeline from the beginning. We thus resort to the (near-)identical instances to
recover the exact 6 DoF poses.

• Approaches: [14] tackle the task through generative modeling. Since they need to train a generative
model per scene, their approach is very data-hungry. In contrast, our approach mainly exploits
multi-view geometry to recover the underlying intrinsic and extrinsic properties. By explicitly
baking the constraints into the modeling procedure, our approach becomes much more data-
efficient. To validate our conjecture, we train [14] on three randomly selected scenes from our
dataset, each of which has 10 identical instances. As shown in the pdf, the generative model
failed to recover either of them. For comparison, we also test our approach on the crane image
that [14] provided (the only publicly available data), where each instance is slightly different.
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By augmenting our geomtry backbone with a instance-specific deformation field, we are able to
reconstruct resonable poses and recover sensible shape and material.

• Extrinsics: [14] assume a simple phong shading model and assume a dominant directional light,
whereas we parameterize our materials with PBR materials and the lighting with enironmental
map, allowing us to model complex real world scenarios more effectively. Finally, it is unclear how
to extend [14] to multi-view setup. In contrast, our method is naturally compatible with multi-view
observations.

3.2 “Modeling Indirect Illumination for Inverse Rendering”[13]

It is important to note that our model does not rely on a specific geometric model and it can be
replaced with more advanced neural representations. In this paper, we build our inverse rendering
pipeline from Invrender[13]. But there are some differences in execution:

• Backbone: In our approach, we utilize NeuS[9] as our neural surface model instead of IDR[11];
and for the visibility field, we opt for Siren[8] instead of ReLU.

• Metallic: Our model can reconstruct metallic object besides pure diffuse object.
• MLP distillation: We distill the geometry MLP into a smaller one for fast classification.
• Self-occlusion and Inter-occlusion: Since we have multiple instances in our setup, it is essential to

model both inter-object self-casted shadows and inter-object occlusions. Our model goes beyond
simple object-centric representation.

4 Additional details of the dataset

4.1 Synthetic dataset

Our new dataset Dup consists of 13 synthetic scenes. "Apple", "Medicine box", "Can" and "Driller"
consists of 100 training views and 200 testing views for multi-view experiments. "Color box", "Cash
machine", "Cleaner", "Clock", "Coffee machine", "Fire extinguisher", "Wood guitar", "Warning sign"
and "Food tin" consists of 7-10 multi-view images to test our model on single-view and baselines for
multi-view. The resolution of the raw images are 3200×3200.

4.2 Real-world dataset

We scatter object on the table and use mobile phone to gather several scenes, named "Toy airplane",
"Cake box", "Cheese box", "Cola", "Potato chips" and "Yogurt". The number of objects in the scene
ranges from 5 to 10. The resolution of the raw images are 3072×3072.

5 Additional details or analysis of experiments

5.1 The influence of different number of instances

We conducted experiment on the image of "box". The training image are visualized in Fig. 3. Please
refer to the paper for quantitative result. The results show that there is a "sweet spot" for the box
dataset that achieves the best trade-off between image resolution and number of views. We believe
that this "sweet spot" exists for other data sets as well. For objects with simple textures and complex
geometric shapes, a smaller number of instances should be processed, otherwise there will be large
errors in pose estimation. On the contrary, for objects with simple shapes and complex textures, the
number of instances can be increased to reduce the ambiguity of material recovery.

5.2 The influence of different neural representation

We conducted experiment on the image of "Cash machine". The triplane representation is adapted
from PET-NeuS[10] and hash representation is adapted from Neuralangelo[3].

• Triplane: The triplane representation is consist of three planes, each plane is of 512×512×32
resolution. The triplane will passed to a self-attention convolution module to produce features with
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different frequency bands. Then a 3D point will sample space features from these triplane and
decode into SDF value and color with a small MLP.

• Hash position encoding: The point is encoded by hash function with the default setting in
Neuralangelo[3]. Then the hash feature is passed to MLP layers and decode to SDF and color
values. Here We use analytical gradient instead of numerical gradient in the default setting because
we found the former will produce less high frequency noise in our tasks.

We show the visual image in Fig.11 and it demonstrate that the triplane has the best performance.
Please refer to the paper for the quantitative result.

5.3 Multi-view single-object vs single-view multi-object

To ensure a fair comparison, we maintain the multi-view single-object (M-S) setting, while adjusting
the single-view multi-object (S-M) setting to have a similar number of non-empty pixels. The training
images in the M-S setting (see Fig. 12, first two rows) contain 244,335 non-empty pixels, whereas
the training image in the S-M setting (see Fig. 12, bottom row) consists of 263,910 non-empty pixels.
We provide a qualitative comparison in Fig. 13 and present the corresponding quantitative analysis in
Table 4.

5.4 The contribution of each loss term

We experiment the contribution of each loss term on the image of "fire-extinguisher". We train 50000
iterations for geometry reconstruction, 2000 for visibility fields and 13000 iterations for material
recover (less iterations than the main paper) for faster verification. The results show that our full
model has the best albedo and relighting results. Its rendering performance is only surpassed by the
ablation model without the metallic binary loss term.

The result table indicates that our loss function is sensible. First, The metallic of natural materials is
mostly binary. However the "w/o metal loss" does not limit the metallic proprieties so it may has
a stronger fitting ability, but there is also a risk of over-fitting. Second, the same as [13], the latent
smooth loss term in texture-MLP can reduce the possibility of over fitting because the materials of
real world objects are limited. Third, the eik loss and mask loss proposed by NeuS[9] can constrain
the surface and boundary of the geometry, making the surface of the object more accurate and smooth.
Fourth, the pre-trained surface normal can provide a strong geomeotry prior, reduce the ambiguity of
sparse view inverse rendering.

5.5 The influence of noisy instance segmentation image

In the main paper, we use ground-truth segmentation mask for synthetic dataset and use an use
interactive pre-trained segmentation models for real-world dataset. To assess the influence of
segmentation map noise, we conducted a comparative analysis of the model’s performance on the
"fire extinguisher" image. We compared results obtained using ground truth segmentation maps(left
image of Fig. 9) with those generated by pre-trained models through segmentation maps generated
with 2 to 4 clicks per instance, without subsequent post-processing (right image of Fig. 9).

The result in second row of Fig. 10 shows that the our model has certain robustness to the noise of
segmentation.

6 Additional experiments

6.1 Single-view reconstruction on "paper crane" dataset from Zhang et al.[14]

To demonstrate the difference between our method and [14], we test their on our single-image dataset
and versa versa. We run their method on the image of "airplane", "cake box" and "cola", which
contains 6, 7, 7 instances respectively. The result in Fig. 4 shows that their methods fail to reconstruct
a good geometry and texture and generate over-smooth output. This is because they suppose a pose
prior rather than accurate camera pose and don’t support zero-variant scenes, thus cannot accurately
capture complex materials and geometry. In addition, it will produce large errors when objects have
mutual occlusion.
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We also run our method on crane dataset proposed by [14] in their Github repository. We apply SfM
with in-plane rotation, which gives us better registration (Fig. 8). To model the geometry variances of
instances, we also adopt an deformable-aware pipeline by inserting a geometry latent into the middle
of geometry MLP. Our method can reconstruct the 6DoF pose, geometry and PBR texture of these
cranes. We visualize the recoverd texture in Fig. 1 and the surface normal of different instances in Fig
2. The difference from [14] is that our latent vector can correspond to the instances in the original
picture one by one, but what they learn is a geometry distribution and need "latent inversion"(similar
to GAN inversion) to calculate the latent for a specific instance.

However, as shown in 1, our model does not recover a fully consistent texture at corresponding points
across different instances. This is because we model the variance of instances by implicit instance
vector rather than the explicit displacement field. The displacement field based neural representation,
such as Nvdiffrec-MC[2] and D-NeRF[6], can achieve strict consistency between different time or
instances. Nevertheless, the displacement field usually has a greater number of parameters than
implicit instance vector, which may lead to overfitting. We leave this for future study.

6.2 The influence of inaccurate pose

Since our method adopts a stage-wise inference procedure, errors in pose estimation can propagate
and impact the quality of the inverse rendering reconstructions. To verify the extent of this impact,
we conduct an oracle experiment where we replace the estimated 6 DoF object poses with ground
truth. The results, presented in Table 5, demonstrate that our model achieves performance similar to
that of oracles, primarily due to its precise estimation of small object poses. However, when faced
with samples involving significant pose estimation errors for objects, the performance of the oracle
outperforms our model, as shown in Table 6.

We jointly optimize the geometry and camera pose, achieving similar results(??) to the original
pipeline. Optimizing camera poses under sparse-views and varying lighting conditions presents a
notably ambiguous challenge. Despite the alterations in the pose of each instance, the average rotation
and translation errors of the final 6Dof pose for the model have shown no reduction.

7 Additional visualizations

7.1 Synthetic multi-view experiment

The qualitative results are shown in Fig. 15, 16, 17, 18. The quantitative results are shown in table. 1.

7.2 Synthetic single-view experiment

The qualitative results are shown in Fig. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. The quantitative results
are shown in table. 2. The recovered bounding boxes are shown in Fig 6.

7.3 Real-world single-view experiment

The qualitative results are shown in Fig. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33. The quantitative results are shown in
table. 3. The recovered bounding boxes are shown in Fig 5.
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Rendering Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LIPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ CD ↓
PhySG 25.985 0.809 0.199 16.233 0.620 0.363 0.087 21.323 0.748 0.270 0.054 0.024
Nv-DiffRec 27.840 0.886 0.089 16.123 0.533 0.412 0.116 17.418 0.459 0.388 0.168 0.268
InvRender 26.452 0.809 0.206 16.984 0.637 0.370 0.084 22.224 0.757 0.267 0.067 0.024
Ours 23.213 0.781 0.222 21.961 0.655 0.260 0.026 25.486 0.830 0.183 0.029 0.011

Table 1: Synthetic multi-view result. All models are trained with 100 multi-view images. Our
model has the best texture recovery performance. Nv-DiffRec reaches the best rendering result in
training image, but has the worst texture recovery due to overfitting.

Rendering Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LIPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ CD ↓
PhySG 20.047 0.584 0.323 14.977 0.460 0.405 0.255 18.504 0.554 0.356 0.082 0.033

Nv-DiffRec 20.513 0.638 0.248 14.021 0.416 0.431 0.165 17.214 0.427 0.391 0.067 0.050
InvRender 19.489 0.557 0.351 14.724 0.438 0.431 0.247 17.998 0.527 0.381 0.082 0.033

Ours 24.307 0.752 0.152 17.629 0.594 0.229 0.062 21.374 0.695 0.189 0.052 0.034
Table 2: Synthetic single view result. The baseline models are trained with 10 multiview images
and our model is trained in single image. Our model has the best texture recovery performance.

Rendering

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
PhySG 20.624 0.641 0.263
Nv-DiffRec 18.818 0.569 0.282
InvRender 20.665 0.639 0.262
Ours 20.326 0.660 0.192

Table 3: Experiment result on real-world single-view dataset. Our model has a comparable quality
even with a single-view.

Rendering Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LIPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ CD ↓
M-S 21.347 0.591 0.511 20.229 0.594 0.514 0.096 21.328 0.600 0.494 0.045 0.010

S-M (ours) 23.994 0.657 0.375 23.448 0.666 0.365 0.050 24.254 0.667 0.359 0.0519954 0.007
Table 4: Quantitative results of M-S setting and S-M setting. When the #instance × #views is
a constant and with good pose estimation, our model has better performance than the traditional
multi-view single object setting.

Rendering Albedo Roughness Relighting Env Light Geometry

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LIPIPS ↓ MSE ↓ CD ↓
Oracle 24.570 0.782 0.128 17.858 0.597 0.223 0.105 21.132 0.709 0.174 0.063 0.031
Ours 24.307 0.752 0.152 17.629 0.594 0.229 0.062 21.374 0.695 0.189 0.051 0.034

Table 5: Ablation result for ground-truth 6Dof pose (oracle model).

Rendering Albedo Roughness Env Light Geometry

Sample Model dR (°) ↓ dT (°) ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ MSE ↓ MSE ↓ CD ↓ Precision ↑ Recall ↑ F1 ↑
Cleaner Oracle - - 26.600 0.903 0.055 22.210 0.033 0.028 0.008 1.000 0.984 0.992

Ours 1.344 3.067 25.059 0.844 0.105 21.647 0.042 0.033 0.012 0.986 0.967 0.976
Gitar Oracle - - 25.966 0.809 0.132 20.608 0.057 0.049 0.018 0.954 0.923 0.938

Ours 1.076 1.653 24.599 0.736 0.172 19.516 0.063 0.034 0.046 0.984 0.513 0.675
Coffee Oracle - - 22.266 0.747 0.141 13.419 0.286 0.128 0.040 0.649 0.587 0.617

Ours 0.589 1.015 22.477 0.711 0.166 13.347 0.064 0.057 0.039 0.732 0.610 0.665
Table 6: The influence of inaccurate pose. Oracle model perform much better than our model when
we have a large pose estimation error.
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normal diffuse roughness rendering GT & bbox

Figure 1: Qualitative result of our method on the Crane image. We manually flipped the incorrect
global rotation for some cranes before extract the final matching points to reduce the impact of
symmetry. The result shows that our model can recover the geometry, texture, and bounding box from
a single image, even with objects with variations in shape and appearance. However, the PBR texture
is not fully consistent across different instances since we use instant vector rather than learning a
displacement field. We believe that mesh based representation, like Nvdiffrec-MC [2] can achieve
better consistency since it modeling the scene by displacement field.

Figure 2: Different instances of our method on paper-crane dataset. We randomly visualize the
surface normal of 5 instances.

Figure 3: Training images for different number of duplicated objects and the corresponding 6
DoF pose error. The black camera represent the ground-truth and the colorful cameras are estimation.
There are 6,8,10,15,20,25,30,50,60 instances in the scene. Our method has a large pose estimation
errors for 60 boxes in 3200×3200 resolution due to the lower resolution of each instance.
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input GT normal shading rendering ours

Figure 4: Qualitative results of [13] on our single-image dataset. When there are fewer instances,
their generative approach produces only a blurred texture and imprecise geometry on our single-image
datasets. In contrast, our method (as shown in the 5th columns) accurately reconstructs the objects.

Figure 5: The bounding box of real-world dataset. The bounding boxes does not fully overlapped
with each object because the bounding boxes are plotted according to the SfM points clouds, which
does not fully cover object’s surface.
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Figure 6: The bounding box of real-world dataset. The bounding boxes does not fully overlapped
with each object because the bounding boxes are plotted according to the SfM points clouds, which
does not fully cover object’s surface.
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single-view equivalent multi-view single-view equivalent multi-view

Figure 7: Without considering the lighting effect and occlusion, a single-view image with duplicated
objects (left) is equivalent to use multi-view camera to observe a single object (right).
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w/o augmentation with augmentation
Figure 8: After in-plane augmentation, the pre-trained Super-point[1] and Super-glue[7] model can
generate more matching points between two instances.

Figure 9: Clean segmentation map(Left) and noisy segmentation map(right). The right segmenta-
tion map is generated by pre-trained model and without post-processing.
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Full w/o clean seg w/o metal loss w/o latent loss

w/o normal loss w/o eik loss w/o mask loss GT

Full w/o clean seg w/o metal loss w/o latent loss

w/o normal loss w/o eik loss w/o mask loss GT

Figure 10: Ablation for different loss term. We evaluate the contribution of each loss term or input
noise to our model. Our full most reaches the best result on most metrics
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original hash triplane GT

Figure 11: Different neural representation. The triplane representation (adapted from [10]) has
better performance than our naive MLP representation, while hash position encoding (adapted from
[3]) has worse performance due to overfitting.
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Figure 12: First two rows: Training images for multi-view single object (M-S), there are 10 in total,
only show 6 here. Last row: Training image for single-view multi-object (S-M).
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M-S S-M GT
Figure 13: M-S vs S-M Visual result for multi-view single object (M-S) and single-view multiple
objects (S-M).
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Oracle Ours GT Oracle Ours GT Oracle Ours GT

Figure 14: Use ground-truth pose instead of SfM-derived pose. Our model get similar results as
orcale model.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 15: Multi-view synthetic. Apple.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 16: Multi-view synthetic. Box.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 17: Multi-view synthetic. can.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 18: Multi-view synthetic. drill.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 19: Single-view synthetic. box.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 20: Single-view synthetic. cash.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 21: Single-view synthetic. cleaner.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 22: Single-view synthetic. clock.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 23: Single-view synthetic. coffee.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 24: Single-view synthetic. fire.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 25: Single-view synthetic. guitar.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 26: Single-view synthetic. sign.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours GT

Figure 27: Single-view synthetic. tin.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours

Figure 28: Single-view realworld. airplane.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours

Figure 29: Single-view realworld. cake.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours

Figure 30: Single-view realworld. cheese.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours

Figure 31: Single-view realworld. cola.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours

Figure 32: Single-view realworld. potato.
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Nvdiffrec[5] Physg[12] InvRender[13] Ours

Figure 33: Single-view realworld. yogurt.
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